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• χ˜±/χ˜0 production in RP-conserving SUSY
• MSSM decays of χ˜±/χ˜0
• Final state topologies
• Search results
• Cross-section limits
• χ˜±/χ˜0 mass limits in Constrained MSSM
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MSSM Particle Spectrum
SM particle SUSY particle
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Interlude: -Parity




















































supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs
the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is
absolutely stable
terminates the decay chain of every SUSY particle
almost certainly electrically and color neutral
(unless otherwise mentioned
?
-parity conservation is assumed)














































































































































































































































































































stable, heavy, charged particles
kinked tracks long-lived charginos all
secondary vertices
z z z z z z z z z
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Supersymmetry Breaking
assume SUSY is realized in
nature
SM particles and SUSY particles
are not mass-degenerate
SUSY is not an exact symmetry of
nature






general parameterization leads to more than 100 new parameters
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(m)SUGRA




SUSY breaking defined at
{
| arises due to
gravitational interaction
SUGRA-inspired Constrained MSSM
(CMSSM) defined by 6 parameters
~























 VEV ratio of two Higgs doublets
 mixing parameter of Higgs doublet fields

 trilinear sfermion/Higgs coupling
~






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































use hard ISR photons in order to
increase the trigger efficiency
reduce the two-photon background
tradeoff:






(for more details see talk by S. Paiano)































































á : minimal accessible polar angle)
signal and background events become distinguishable:
reject event if beam electron is detected
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many analyses not shown
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GMSB
poor man’s GMSB construction kit
hidden sector with broken SUSY


















observable sector with MSSM
free parameters
	
universal mass scale of SUSY particles
N number of messenger pairs
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GMSB: NLSP and Signal Topologies
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GMSB: The NLSP Lifetime



































































each final state may have one out of three possible
topologies:
prompt decays
decays within the detector but separated from primary vertex
decays outside of the detector
only a few examples of analyses can be shown : : :
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A Selection of GMSB Scenarios
Minimal Gauge Mediated SUSY Breaking Scenario































































Extended Gauge Mediated SUSY Breaking Scenario
no severe constraints on slepton and gaugino masses






















































































































while 88 events expected























 mass limits C
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smaller than 3 ns
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Excluded at 95% C.L.
ALEPH  PRELIMINARY
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GMSB: + , More Limits
L3, assuming prompt decays
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m(χ~ 10) = 60 GeV/c
2
m(χ~ 10) = 80 GeV/c
2
m(χ~ 10) = 90 GeV/c
2
m(χ~ 10) = 93 GeV/c
2
m(χ~ 10) = 95 GeV/c
2
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Figure 8: Upper limit at 95% C.L. on the cross-section of the process e+e− → χ˜01χ˜01 →
G˜γG˜γ as a function of the χ˜01 mean decay path for different hypotheses for the neutralino
mass. The data collected at
√
s =192-209 GeV was used in this plot.
15
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Z has intermediate mean decay length










Z is quasi-stable i apply search for stable, heavy,
charged particles
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~χm (GeV/c  )
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70 75 80 85 90 95 100
excluded by the search for τ pair production~
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GMSB:
~
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AMSB
anomalous mediated SUSY breaking:
SUSY particle masses are generated at
loops
gaugino masses at one loop
scalar masses at two loops
free parameters
¥













































































Â little detector activity
use ISR Method
no mass limits available yet
but analyses are underway




lack of software that can do the calculations and produce
measurable quantities


































DALI_E2     ECM=195.5 Pch=.586 Efl=20.7 Ewi=21.1 Eha=0     dati                                           
            Nch=2     EV1=.989 EV2=.938 EV3=.025 ThT=.951           99−08−18 13:10           Detb=  E1FFFF
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Prospects
most results are preliminary
more general results are


































Isabel Trigger (OPAL) 19 CERN
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Mean
RMS
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Total data in 2000 with
√
s ≥ 200 GeV:∼ 220 pb−1/exp′t
Total data in 2000 with
√
s ≥ 207.5 GeV:∼ 9 pb−1/exp′t
Higgs&SUSY, Orsay χ˜±/χ˜0 Searches at LEP 20 March 2001
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Summary
Aleph, Delphi, L3, OPAL considered a huge variety of SUSY
scenarios respectively search channels
(
Ö







C.L. in almost full kinematically
accessible region at LEP2
still unexcluded parameter space
final analyses will be more general
LEP combined analyses will be base and benchmark for the
following years
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